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We present a formalism for carrying out Monte Carlo calculations of field theories with both boson and fermion
degrees of freedom. The basic approach is to integrate out the fermion degrees of freedom and obtain an effective
action for the boson fields to which standard Monte Carlo techniques can be applied. We study the structure of the
effective action for a wide class of.theories. We develop a procedure for making rapid calculations of the variation in
the effective action due to local changes in the boson fields, which is essential for practical numerical calculations.

1. iNTRODUCTION

Monte Carlo calculations have proven useful for
studying a variety of field-theory problems in
condensed-matter and high-energy physics. To
date, virtually all such calculations have involved
systems with boson degrees -of freedom only; how-
ever, there has recently been considerable inter-
est in extending Monte Carlo techniques to sys-
tems with interacting bosons and fermions. ' ' In
this paper we present the general formalism we
have developed for carrying out such calculations.
In a subsequent paper we shall give numerical re-
sults obtained from applying our formalism to a
two-dimensional field theory. '

Our starting point is the path-integral formula-
tion of field theory. The expectation value of an
operator A is given by

(A) = fe 'A e '.
Here S is the Euclidean action, that is, the action
defined at imaginary time, 7 =it. The integrals in
Eq. (1) are over all possible configurations of the
fields an which S and A depend.

The basic idea of a Monte Carlo calculation is
to generate an ensemble of field configurations
Z, , i= 1, . . . , N, such that the probability of a
particular configuration Z~ occurring is

~~~&)

Then

(A) = lim —g A(Z,.).
1"
N,-

This approach can be applied directly only to pure
boson systems. In the path-integral formulation
of field theory fermions are represented by anti-
commuting c-number fields, so e is not a c
number and cannot serve as a relative probability.

In this paper we shaQ consider theories for
which the continuum action can be written in the
form

S=S&+ d7 d"x x, T 0 X, T (3)

Ss is the pure boson action, P(x, 7) the fermion
field, and d the number of space dimensions. 0
contains both derivative operators, mass terms,
and the coupling of the fermions to the bosons. It
is therefore a function of the boson fields. Theo-
ries with quartic fermion interactions can be
written in the form of Eq. (3) through the intro-
duction of auxiliary boson fields.

For theories of this type, the fermion degrees
of freedom can be integrated out ab initio, leaving
a pure boson theory to which one can apply stan-
dard Monte Carlo techniques. ' However, difficult
problems remain. In order to carry out the Monte
Carlo calculation, one places the theory on a lat-
tice in both space and imaginary time. New field
configurations are generated by sweeping through
the lattice and making a random change in the field
variables on each lattice site or link. A particular
change is accepted or rejected according to an al-
gorithm which ensures that once equilibrium has
been reached, the probability of a particular field
configuration occurring is proportional to e . For
the Metropoulos algorithm, ' of which we shall
make use, it is necessary to compute the change
in action corresponding to each field change. Lo-
cal field theories without fermions are tractable
because the calculation of the change in action due
to the change in the field at a single site or link
only requires knowledge of the fields in the imme-
diate neighborhoad of the change. The change in
the action can be computed very rapidly for such
theories.

For systems with interacting bosons and fer-
mions with actions of the form given in Eq. (3),
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the integration over the fermion degrees of free-
dom leaves a pure boson theory with an effective
'action defined by

g-~e&& g-&a detO

S~ will in general be local, and therefore easy to
deal with. However, the fermion determinant,
detO, is inherently nonlocal, and repeated evalua-
tions of its variations can be very time consum
ing. Since the reality and. positivity of detO is not
guaranteed, the final form of our suggested effec-
tive action will be given latter, [Eq. (V3)].

In Sec. II, we study the problem of integrating
out the fermion degrees of freedom. We show
that detO can be reduced from the determinant of
an operator that acts on both space and imaginary-
time coordinates to the determinant of one that
acts on space coordinates only. This reduction in
dimensionality of the fermioh determinant leads
to a considerable savings of time in our numerical
work.

In Sec. III, we introduce a lattice in both space
and imaginary time. Our approach to putting the
fermions on the lattice is designed to speed up the
Monte Carlo calculations and to improve the con-
vergence of the lattice theory to the continuum
limit. It also avoids the doubling of the energy
spectrum of the fermions encountered in some
lattice theories. ' We illustrate our lattice formu-
lation by considering a solvable model in Sec. IV.

Finally, in Sec. V we present a detailed outline
of our procedure for carrying out the Monte Carlo
calculations.

II. FERMIONS IN A TIME-DEPENDENT
EXTERNAL FIELD

In this section we study in detail the problem of
performing the integration over the fermion de-
grees of freedom.

The fermion operator 0 defined in Eq. (3) can
in general be written in the form'

where c( and p are the usual Dirac matrices. '
Other types of couplings are, of course, possible
and can be handled in the same general manner.

In practical numerical calculations, the range
of both the space and imaginary-time variables
must be finite. We impose periodic boundary con-
ditions in the spatial directions for both fermion
and boson fields. Restricting the imaginary-time
to a finite range means that we are doing finite-
temperature field theory. The expectation value
defined in Eq. (1) is then a thermal average. We
impose the restriction

where & is the temperature. We of course recover
the zero-temperature results when kT is much
smaller than the other energy scales in the prob-
lem.

It is well known from finite-temperature statis-
tical mechanics that boson Green's functions are
periodic in imaginary time with period P, and
fermion Green's functions are antiperiodic. ' We
must therefore require that a boson field, y(x, r),
satisfy

y(x, v + p) = y(x, ~),

and that a fermion field, P(x, r}, satisfy

(10)

The "Hamiltonian, "&, is of course periodic in &.
We now return to the problem of performing the

integration over the fermion fields. Substituting
Eqs. (3) and (5) into Eq. (1), we see that if the op-
erator& is independent of the fermion fields, then

(A}=2 e det}~ —eH)A
t'8
(er

with

0=—+H.
8y (5)

e ~ det —+&
8T j

The single-particle 'Hamiltonian, " H, contains
both space derivatives and couplings to the boson
fields. For example, if we consider a system of
nonrelativistic fermions coupled linearly to a
boson field, y(x, r), then

The integrals in Eqs. (11) and (12) are over all
possible configurations of the boson fields.

The fermion Green's function is given by

H=-V'+(d+Xp(x, r).
The parameter (d sets the chemical potential.
Relativistic fermions with the same scalar cou-
pling would have

] ~a=—V n+mp+Zy(x r)p
2

=H ' e 'edet}~ —eH)G(x e;x', e'},(8
(13)

where 4(x, r} is the second-quantized fermion
field operator, T indicates the imaginary-time
ordered product, and
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a
G(x T x' T')= x T —+H

~a

det —+H 5(~5(exp — dT doxy~(x, T)~ —+H g(x, T) T[p(x, T)g (x', T')]
0

-=(x~G(T, T )~x &.

More complicated fermion operators will clearly
involve averages of products of G's.

Our next task is to obtain simplified expressions
for det (8/BT+H) and for the operator G(T, T'').
Let us begin with the latter. It satisfies the dif-
ferential equation

~0

8 a

8+
+H(T—) G(7 T&) =G(T T~) +H(T~)

=5(T T)f,-
where ~ is the identity operator. The boundary
conditions are

G(T+P, Ti) =G(T, Tt+P) = G(T—, Ti). (18)

7

(((v, v'')=T exp(- dv "H(v".)),

In Eq. (15) H, G, and I are operators in coordinate
space. The solution to Eqs. (15) and (16) can be
written down by inspection. Defining

I

and rewrite Eq. (17) in the familiar form

G(T T I) - e-«-~'&(H(f+ e «&)-

(14)

and Eq. (18) as

G(T, T ') =-e « " '""(I+e «") '

exp — dv d~x ~x, v
0

We now turn our attention to simplifying the
fermion determinant. It is convenient to make
the substitution &-g&, where g is a constant,
and write

D(tl( = t(e(, , (
—+ gH)

one finds that for p &T&T& 0

G(T, T ~) =U(T, T ~+ '(T~)-
=J '(T)U(T, Ti),

while for P&&'&v'&0

(i7)

x —+gB

We wish to show that D((7) is equal to
~W

D(q) = det„ I+ 7' exp — dT qH(T )
lm 0

(24)

(25)

G(T, Ti) = U(T, O)-U(P, T')J'(T')
= —J '(T)U(T, 0)U(P, Ti)

with

Z(T) =I+ U(T, 0)U(P, T) .

(i8)

(18)

For T eT', Eqs. (17) and (18) satisfy Eq. (15) by
definition of U and the time-ordered product. In
addition

up to an overall constant factor. 'The subscripts
on det in Eqs, (24) and (25) are to remind us that
in Eq. (24) we are taking the determinant of an
operator that acts on functions of x and ~, while
in Eq. (25) we are taking the determinant of one
which acts on functions of x only.

Let us differentiate Eqs. (24) and (25) with re-
spect to q. From Eq. (25) we obtain

lim[G(T'+6, ') T—G(T' —6,T')]=I,
e~ 0+

(2o)
d—InD((7) = dT tr„[H(T)G„(T —c,T)]

0

H IX«& =~«IX«& (21}

so Eq. (15) is in fact satisfied for all values of T

and &'.
Equations (17}and (18) are straightforward gen-

eralizations of formulas which are well known
when & is independent of &. In that case we can
introduce eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of & sat-
isfying

8
dT d"xH(T)G„(x, T —e, x', T)

0 X=X

(28}

where the Green's function 0„ is given by Eqs.
(14), (17), and (18) with H replaced by qH.

On the other hand, Eq. (24} gives
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—inD({V) = -D(q) ' d7. d x 5p 5$ exp — dr ' d'x'(t(x', v') + qH g(x', r ') $t(x, r )H(v)$'(x, v).'
dg 0 dV'I

(2V)

d d—1~(n) =—~(n) .
d'g d'g

(23)

As a result, up to an overall constant, which can
be set equal to one by a suitable choice of the
measure of the functional integral over g and g',

D =det„, 8
+H

As can be seen from E{l.(20), E{l.(2V) is not well
defined until we introduce a prescription for the
product. of the two fermion fields with equal time
arguments in the action. Soper has shown that if
the original second-quantized Hamiltonian is nor-
mal ordered, the correct prescription is to re-
place P(x, r) in the action by lim. ..$(x, 7' —e).'

Making use of Eqs. (18) and (2V), we see that
with this prescription

{{{r,r {=Texp(- dr-H{r ))
V't

(31)

If we concentrate on the interval (m-1)&r &v
& m&7' we can expand H(v) in a Taylor series

H(r ) =H + [ r —(m —~)nv]H' + ~ ~ ~, (33)

where H and H' are, respectively, H(7) and its
first derivative evaluated at the point i =(m —~)&r.
Substituting E{l.(33) into Eg. (31), we see that

to the lattice. If we first introduce a spatial lat-
tice withe points in each space direction, then
H(r) becomes an N~xN~ matrix. Let us now im-
agine dividing the time interval 0 v' & P into I-
segments of width «, and write

U(T, 7') = U(7, T —61 )U(r —n 'r, 'r —261' ) ' U(T ' + 6'r, "r ~ ) .
(32)

=det„ I+ T exp — d~ H(r)
0

(29) U =—U(m&r, (m —1)&r)=exp[-hrH +O(&r )] .

which is the desired result.
For H independent of &, D is the partition func-

tion for a system of fermions which interact with
a time-independent external field, but not with
each other. In this case

D = det„(I+ e {'")= ]g (1+e ~'&), (30)

which is the standard result. Notice that our lim-
iting prescription for defining the action was es-
sential to obtain this result. For example, had we
replaced P(x, r) in the action by lim. ..((x,7 + a),
then we would have obtained E{l. (29) with
V' exp[- f~dr H(r)] replaced by Aexp[ f{'d&H(r) ],
where A is the anti-time ordering operator. In

this case E{l. (30) would have e {'"and e {"~re-
placed by e~" and e~'~, respectively.

(34)

At first glance it might seem that within the spirit
of the lattice approximation we could expand the
right-hand side of E{l.(34) and take U = I-&7H .
We do not choose to do so for a number of reasons.
In any practical calculation &v must be kept finite,
while the eigenvalues of the H can be large. This
means that E{l.(34) can lead to good agreement
with the continuum results even when the linear
approximation fails badly. To illustrate this point,
consider the case in which the H are independent
of m. Using E{l.(34) for U, we obtain exactly
the same result for the fermion determinant as
was obtained in E{l.(30) from the continuum theory.
On the other hand, if we approximate U by
J-A~H, we find

D —det[I+ (I—n7 H) ~J

III. FERMIONS ON A LATTICE

r P1+ exp —ln(1 —dye „) (35)

In order to carry out the Monte Carlo calcula-
tions we must put the theory on a lattice in both
space and imaginary time. The pure boson
action, S~, is treated in the standard way. That
is, the spacetime continuum is divided into cubes
and each cube is replaced by a lattice point. Mat-
ter fields are defined on the lattice points, and
their derivatives in the continuum theory go over
into finite differences on the lattice. Gauge fields
are defined on the links between lattice points.

Some care must be taken in transferring fermi-
on operators such as,

Although E{l.(35) does reduce to E{l.(30) in the
limit 47 -0, the convergence is slow. Clearly
for e, s:1/&v, E{l.(35) is unphysical. Finally, we
shall see in the next section that if one approxi-
mates U by 1 —47H, the limit &v' -0 does not in
general commute with the integration over the
boson degrees of freedom. Note that during this
integration H can achieve a large value, and
4vH is not always small.

We can make one further simplification of Eq.
(34). We write H as the sum of a "kinetic energy"
matrix, E, which is diagonal in momentum space,
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+=~V + (36)

and a "potential energy" matrix, V, which is
diagonal in coordinate space. ' " For example,
for H given by Eq. (6) we take

fermion action we would have obtained had we gone
onto the lattice before integrating out the fermion
fields. Now the requisite equations of motion using
Egs. (34) and (38) are

V (i, i')=6, ,py (i). (37)

Irrespective of the form of K and V we can re-
write Eq. (34) in the form

where V' is the lattice Laplacian. Denoting by
rp (i) the field variable at lattice spatial coordi-
nate i and time r =(m ——,')&7', the potential V for
this model has matrix elements

t/r
—$ =-(1—U )g

n, yHe!tg

where the effective Hamiltonian is given by

71Ieff -I &-ETHm

ehT«/2(i e- t«e-v~)e-kv«/2

(43)

(43)
h&E/2~- b, TV'ttt~-h, &E/2

ttt
(38)

where we have again retained terms up to order
Qg3

Using Eq. (38) the lattice form of the fermion
determinant can be written as

with errors of order (&~)'. Using the latter form
and absorbing a factor of exp( 2nrX--) into p and
exp(2&~&) into g', the lattice form of the action,
Eq. (3), becomes

D = det(I+ BzB~, ~ ~ ~ B,),
where

(39) S=Se+(&x)' Q ~P (i)O .(i, i')g~(i')
m& m'

i, i'
(44)

-«& -~~~m

The lattice version of Egs. (17)—(19) for the time
evolution operator can also be written down in
terms of the B . For example, for v =(m ——,')~r
& v' = (m' ——,')av

(40)

G(r~7i)=e~'« 'B B [I+B, B,B B, ] 'e ~'«/'

with

P Q ~ ~ ~

Q ~ ~ ~ p

I 0 ~ ~ Q3

(45)

(41)

Since the operator e '~ is diagonal in momentum
space, it can be simply written down in terms of
its eigenvalues. As a result, the doubling of the
energy spectrum found in some lattice formula-
tions can be avoided even for relativistic fermions.

We conclude this section by writing down the

I 0

0 0 0-8 I

Recall that I and & are themselves ¹ xN~ ma-
trices.

The interested reader will easily verify that

detO =D = det(I+ Br, ~ ~ B,),

B B ~ ~ ~ B,(I+8~ ~ ~ B~B~ ~ ~ B~ ) ~, m & m'
tttt tlat -B ~ ~ ~ B,B~ ~ ~ ~ B „,(I+B, ~ ~ B,B~ ~ ~ ~ B, ) ', m & m' .

(46)

Notice that 0 ' differs from the Green's function
G of Eq. (41) by a factor of e '«/2 on the left and a
factor e ~' on the right. When we take data in
the Monte Carlo calculation we average over all
points with the same space and time separations.
The reader can easily verify that with this proce-
dure the average values of matrix elements of G
and 0 ' are identical.

In the limit 4v -0 we can take & = I—&v&, and
Eq. (41) then becomes

S=Se =nv(nx)~ g [g~(P —P )/by + g~H P ]

B 8—=S + dr d~xgi —+HB Bv'0

which is the result of Soper. ' Notice that we auto-
matically obtain an asymmetric lattice definition
of S/Br Had we us.ed the symmetric lattice deri-
vative defined by [(S/S7)$] =($,—$,)/3&~, we
would have had the usual spectrum doubling prob-
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lems, and that in turn would have led to incorrect
results for the fermion Green's functions. P P,d/~t=g [(P.'+P '}y ' —2P,P /// //P, ]

IV. A SOLVABLE MODEL

In this section we illustrate and test our ideas
by considering the quantum-mechanics model of a .

single fermion interacting with a boson. The con=
tinuum action is

(46)

with y, =- y and

(2g~ }-1/2elkt'0 /2

P =(2'~)-'/~e-~'"/2

In the limit b,v Q«1, Etl. (60) reduces to

et8 et' =y m=1

(ss)

(59)

H = Qb~b+ &uc~c+ (M) '/'X(bt+ b)ctc, (49)

where b and c are, respectively, the boson and
fermions destruction operators. %'ith a little
algebra we find

Z =tre '"=(1+e '")/(1 —e s'),

(y) =Z ' tr[e ~"(b'+ b)/(2Q)'/'] (so)

=-(X/0')(1+ e~") '

This model is most easily solved in the second-
quantized formalism. The Hamiltonian is Vfe have chosen this somewhat unconventional form

for I' in order that the boson correlation functions
reduce to the continuum ones for x =0 and AT

finite.
The lattice partition function Z~ is given by

Z = +~ +t'td ~'dt ( 1+ e&tde +~~& '1)
; (2m~~)'/2

(so)

where me have introduced the vector notation
t'/t =(p„... , p~), n=(1, 1, .. . , 1). The integrations
in Eq. (60) are easily done and we obtain

(G) = Z ' tr [e ~"c(~)c~(0)J

=exp( r&u+ 2-(x2/0')(1 —e ~) '

x[e '"(e'"—1)+e '"-1)])
x(1+e"")',

where

c(~) = e'"ce

(s1)

Z [(2tttty)I' detP]-1/2(1+ e-8tde-dtd'g tt ~ P ~ tt/4)

=(1+e /'"')/(e~/~ —e ~o/2)

with

QP =93 — k /Q

0' = sinh(~&rQ)/

(62)

(o = (u- —,'(x'/0') .
Let us now go onto the lattice. The action can

then be written in the form

S= g (/// P ~///, +g 0 „,$,).
tally tel d.

The matrix 0 is given by Eg. (43), but the B are
numbers in this simple model rather than ma-
trices

(64)

+&(40yh, p ~)

The fermion determinant is

tt =detO=t. t e exp~~
—dttP tt ), (ss)

Notice that & is positive definite, but would not be
if we had approximated & by I- 4TH .

The matrix I' is defined by

Apart from an overall factor of e ~ ', which
arises from the zero-point energy of the boson,
and the replacement &o- &o&, Eg. (61) is identical
to Eq. (49).

Notice that if we had approximated B byI- ATII, performed the functional integration
over p, and then taken the limit 4T -0, we would
have found that in Eq. (61) the quantity Ti P ' ~ n

was replaced by n ~ I' ' ~ n- trI' . In other words,
we mould not have obtained the correct continuum
limit. The difficulty can most easily be seen by
making a Fourier expansion of the boson field.
We then see that the (8p/8~)' term in the boson
action'damps all modes except the zero-frequency
one when their amplitudes are of order (/t r)'/'.
However, the zero-frequency mode is not damped
until its amplitude is of order (&7) ' '. As a re-
sult, when expanding D in powers of b,Tp, we can-
not drop terms of order (&vtttt ), if we expect to
recover the continuum limit. This result is ex-
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pected to hold in general.
Proceeding as above we find that

(y ) =-(Z/fl')(1+ esm') '

«(~)) = &4.4i )

=exp( 7. (o-'+ —,'(X'/n"fl")(1 —e ~") '

x [e 8"(e'"—1)+ (e '"—1)]]

x (1+e '"') ' (64)

where v =(m —,')&r —and 0"=sinh(nrQ)/hi. Again
our results are identical with the continuum ones
except for some replacements of 0 by Q' and 0".
Convergence to the continuum limit is rapid for
470&1 and does not require that ~vcr be small.

V. MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS

We are now in a position to describe our proce-
dure for performing Monte Carlo calculations.

We start by specifying an initial field configura-
tion. Generally we either choose the field to be
constant or we assign a random value to it on each
lattice site. Next we bring the system into equili-
brium so that the probability of a particular field
configuration, Z, , occurring is proportional to
e '«' &, where S ff will be fully defined shortly.
To do this we pass through the lattice a number of
times. At each site we make a random change in
the field and calculate the corresponding change in
the effective action, ~S„,. We accept or reject
a particular field change according to the Metro-
poulos algorithm' which prescribes that the change
should always be accepted if ~S,«& 0 and should
be accepted with probability e ~ ~« if ~S ff & 0.

Once the system has reached equilibrium we
calculated the average value of operators of inter-
est by collecting data for a large number of sta-
tistically independent field configurations. To
ensure that the field configurations are indepen-
dent, we must pass through the lattice a number
of times between collecting data and updating the
field in the manner just described.

The calculation of the change in the effective
action is by far the most time-consuming operation
we have to carry out. As was pointed out in the
Introduction, the change in the boson action, S~,
can be obtained rapidly for local field theories.
The difficult problem is to calculate the change
in the fermion determinant rapidly.

Let us consider the updating of the fermion
determinant in detail. We assume that the matrix
V is diagonal" and that the change in the boson
fields at a single lattice point leads to a change in
a single element of V . More general forms for
V can be treated with a slight additional compli-

cation as is discussed in Ref. 2.
We assume that a change in the field element

p (i)-y (i) +6p (i) induces a change V (i)
—= V (i, i) -V (i)+ &V (i), with all other elements
of V (and V„,

mern)

remaining fixed. We then
have & -I3 & where & is a diagonal matrix
with

~ (i, i) =e-'"~ "'=-iv (i)+1,
(66)~ (i,i)=1, i ~i.

To compute the change in the effective action, we
need the ratio A of the fermion determinants be-
fore and after the field change. Since Eq. (39) can
be rewritten in the form

& = det(I +B,B ~ ~ ~ B,B~ ~ ~ ~ B ),
we have

det(I+B, ~ ~ ~ B,B, ~ ~ ~ Bg )
det(I+B, ~ ~ ~ B,B~ ~ . ~ B )

=det [I+(I g)(~ --I)]

= 1 + [1 -g.(i, i)]II.(i),
where

g =(I+B ~ ~ ~ BB ~ ~ ~ B )~.

(66)

(6'l)

(66)

Thus it is trivial to compute the ratio of deter-
minants provided the Green's function g is known.
Suppose we do know it and that we accept field
change y (i)- y (i)+5y (i). We can then compute
the updated Green's function, g, from the relation

g =(I+B ~
~ ~ ~ B~B~ ~ ~ ~ B 6 )

~
m L St

=g —(I-g.)(& —I)g. ,

which can be trivially solved to give"

—
( ) (

.
)

[&sf gm(i t i)1+m('i)gm(ii &)
gm ~& gm ~~ 1 [1 g (i i)]~ (i)

(69)

(Vo)

After we have updated the field at every spatial
point in the time slice v =(m ——,')n7, we can go
on to the next time slice by making use of Eg. (66)
with ~ replaced by m+ 1, and the relation

g =(I+B ~ ~ ~ B B ~ ~ ~ B ) i

=ag B

Our strategy should now be clear. At the begin-
ning of the calculation we obtain g, either by choos-
ing the starting field configuration to be trivial
[i.e., by taking p (i) to be independent of m and
i] or by taking the time to compute it numerically
once. We then sweep through the lattice one time
slice at a time. In order to decide whether to ac-
cept a particular field change we need only calcu-
late the ratio of determinants via Eq. (67). The
lengthier process of updating g must be per-
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D= 1+exp nr g—E (k)
e=&

(72)

where & (k) is the kth eigenvalue of 8 . Although
the adiabatic approximation is not valid in general,
Eq. (72) does illustrate the fact that D could only
become negative when the boson fields vary
rapidly in time, and such field configurations are
ordinarily damped by time derivatives in the boson
action S~.

formed only when we accept a field change which
happens roughly 50% of the time in our numerical
calculations.

Notice that if there are N lattice points in each
of the d spatial directions, the updating of g re-
quires N'~ steps. This should be compared to the
approximately N " steps required to make a direct
calculation of the fermion determinant. Of course
a direct calculation of det(9/Bv+H) without elim-
inating the time coordinate would have required
approximately M'1P steps.

Up to now we have tacitly assumed that the fer-
mion determinant is positive definite, but this is
not necessarily the case. Each of the & matrices
is a product of two positive-definite Hermitian
matrices. However, products of such matrices
need not be positive definite, so D need not be
positive for each individual field configuration.
We do believe that & will be positive for those
field configurations that dominate the functional
integrals, and in the calculations we have done
to date D does not change sign.

The quantity 1 —g (i,i) is the probability of a
fermion being at the point i at the time v, so its
expectation value must-lie in the range zero to
one. From Eq. (65) we see that -1&N (i) &~, so
we learn from Eq. (67) that D can change sign only
if g (f, i) takes on an unphysical value.

For field configurations which vary slowly enough
in time so that the adiabatic approximation can be
used in computing the & product, the fermion de-
terminant simplifies to

To perform a Monte Carlo integration over a real
function F(Z~), the optimum probability distribu-
tion for the random configurations, Z&, is just
E(ZI) itself if F is real and never negative. How-

ever, if I" does change sign, then it is simple to
show that the probability distribution that yields
the minimum dispersion is IF(Z, ) I

. Since it is
conceivable that D can become negative (and even
complex as we shall see) we advocate performing
the Monte Carlo calculations with the, effective ac-
tion defined by

e s'«=e seIReDI ~ (73)

If we denote the expectation value of an operator,
A, with respect to this effective action by &&&„ss,
then the expectation values of physical interest de-
fined in Eq. (1) are given by

(74)

This approach will be useful and convergent pro-
vided there are not important cancellations between
regions of function space in which D has opposite
signs, and we have just argued that this will not
be the case.

Up to now we have assumed that & is real as well
as Hermitian. If this is not the case, then it is
possible for & to become complex for particular
field configurations. However, in such cases there
will always be a symmetry operation on the boson
fields that will leave S~ invariant but take & into
& . As a result, in such theories it is possible
to replace D by ReD and proceed as outlined above.
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the field, then V will not be diagonal in configuration
space. However, as long as the coupling is local, V
wQI be a very sparse matrix, and the discussion which
follows will go through with trivial modifications along

the lines discussed in Ref. 2.
This type of solution for a local disturbance has the
same form as that originally introduced by G. F. Koster
and J.C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 96, 1208 f954).


